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In many locations natural summer lake and pond temper- 
atures are too great for the practical production of trout 
for fishing purposes.
The purpose of this thesis Is to Investigate the 
refrigeration capacity required to maintain a pond of water 
at a temperature that provides a healthful environment for 
trout.
The over-all refrigeration load for this application 
was sub-divided Into four categories; conduction, convec­
tion, evaporation and radiation. Each type was solved by 
analytical means using suitable boundary conditions and 
simplifications. It was necessary to determine one 
boundary condition for the conduction heat transfer by an 
empirical method.
The results of this Investigation Indicate a rather 
high refrigeration capacity Is needed to maintain a con­
stant temperature pool. A more practical value of refrig­
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Trout fishing In the last few years has provided In­
creasing numbers of people with outdoor recreation. This 
Increase In the popularity of the sport has created a need 
for more extensive fishing facilities. In the New England 
and New York areas the answer to this problem has been the 
construction of thousands of private and commercial trout 
ponds (1)*. Unfortunately, this solution has been possible 
only In locations where there Is an abundance of natural 
spring water. Trout, unlike many other fish, can live only 
In cool and relatively clean water. Studies by the United 
States Department of Interior have shown that water temper­
atures must not exceed 70 and If a maximum growth rate 
Is desired the water must be kept between 55 And 65 ^P. 
These studies also show that maximum water depth should be 
at least eight feet with a depth of six feet or more over 
at least one-third of the total pond area (2).
Slnoe cool spring water Is available In only a few 
locations, there Is a necessity for a new source of water 
with temperature suitable for trout. The application of 
mechanical refrigeration represents a possible solution to 
this problem.
II. INTRODUCTION
*A11 typed numbers refer to bibliography.
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This thesis is an Investigation of the refrigeration 
oapaolty necessary to maintain favorable temperatura con­
ditions for trout life In areas that do not have naturally 
cool water. It Is not the puz*pose of this thesis to design 
a trout pond with Its associated equipment. Valuable 
design Information Is available on this subject from the 
United States Department of Agriculture (3).
The author wishes at this point to express his sincere 
appreciation to Dr. Aaron J. Miles for his suggestions on 
this problem and to Professor S. J. Pagano, Professor
0. L. Soofleld and Mr. J. M. Sorlvner for their Interest 
and assistance.
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III. -iEVIEW OP LITERATURE
Extensive Information Is available on the care and 
raising of trout from the United States Department of 
Interior (4), and the New York State Conservation Depart­
ment (5)« Information Is also available on the oonstruo- 
tlon of fish ponds from the United States Department of 
Agrloulture (6), A searoh of literature has produced no 
Information on artificial methods of maintaining tempera­
ture conditions necessary for trout production and survi­
val.
Comprehensive literature is available on the subject 
of steady-state heat transfer by conduction In the volume 
by Schneider (7), No reference has been found In any 
works to treat the exact type of boundary conditions found 
In the subject Investigation. In the text by Miller (8) 
extensive material Is presented on the application of 
Fourlers* work to conduction heat transfer.
Convection heat transfer problems quite similar to 
the actual problem in this thesis are treated In the book 
by Chapman (9)t concerning forced convection over a flat 
plate.
In the text by Eckart and Drake (10) the subject of 
evaporation from a surface Is covered quite thoroughly 
under a study of the phenomenon of mass transfer.
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Particularly useful Information on solar radiation Is 
available from Brown and Narco (11). Here each energy 
Interchange Is treated by an Independent equation, and any 
energy quantity not related to the particular problem may 
quite properly be omitted.
No specific Information relating to the combined heat 
loads provided by soil and atmospheric conditions has been 
found by the author.
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IV. DISCUSSION
In order to determine the refrigeration oapaolty 
required to maintain a pond of water at a temperature that 
will not only support trout life, but also afford a good 
growth rate, only the maximum steady state heat load con­
dition need be known. Any lower load can be handled by 
automatic or manual control of the refrigeration unit.
In view of the design temperatures and depths recom­
mended by the United States Department of Interior, a 
hemlspherically shaped pool Is Ideal. This shape not only 
has a satisfactory depth, but also affords the greatest 
volume of water while presenting the smallest surface area 
for heat conduction to the earth.
Any pool under the Influence of soil and atmospheric 
conditions will be subjected to four separate heat transfer 
problems! conduction, convection, radiation, and evapora­
tion. Bach of these problems will be handled In the 
following discussion.
-FIGURE 1-
CROSS SECTION OP HEMISPHERICAL TROUT POND
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The conduction heat transfer problem for this trout 
pond reduces to the steady state heat transfer through a 
hemispherical shell located In a seml-lnflnlte slob of 
earth, as can be seen In Figure 1.
A solution for the problem requires the solution of 
Fourier's equation or the general conduction equation,




which states that the rate of heat flow, , by conduction 
through a surface Is proportional to the area. A, of the 
surface, and the outward normal temperature gradient, ^  , 
The constant of proportionality being the thermal conducti­
vity, K, of the material.
Slnoe, In this case, the temperature varies not only 
with the distance x, but also with the y and i co-ordinates, 
a numerical or graphical analysis Is not possible (12). An 
analytical solution to the temperature gradient Is possible 
using the Laplace Equation of steady state heat transfer.
By the transformation
X •  / I  C03 (p 3 m  O  
y  •  / I  3/n <!> s m  ©
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and Z  = C03 e ,
equation 2 oan be transformed Into an Identical equation
In spherical co-ordinates.
/€ b/i\ an.) yi3/Ne^e\ deJ/z^meSp
After steady state has been reached, an equilibrium 
condition will be established on the surface where the 
water meets the earth. In other words, the earth tempera­
ture will be Identical to the water temperature at this 
Interface. For convenience this temperature will be 
chosen as a constant 57 ^F, which Is an Ideal temperature 
for rapid trout growth In the pool (13). This selection 
allows the first boundary condition to be written. This 
boundary condition can be written as
= 57°F,
where the radius of the pool.
In order to establish a second boundary condition, 
actual temperature measurements of the undisturbed earth 
had to be taken. This was accomplished by burying thermo­
couples In the earth In a relatively virgin lot near 915 
Rldgevlew Road, Rolla, Missouri. The temperatures were 
determined using a Minneapolis Honeywell potentiometer, and
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a reference ice junction thermocouple. Plate 1 (page 40) 
la a graphical plot of the results of this Investigation 
and Table 1 (page 41) lists the average of the recorded 
temperatures.
Due to previous weather conditions (cool and rainy 
weather prior to the first temperature measurements) It 
Is hypothesized that a cool temperature wave traveling 
downward produced erratic temperature curves on the first 
two tests, October 2 and October 6, 19^1. The final test, 
October 9, 1961, Illustrates an expected temperature 
gradient and will be useful in determining the second 
boundary condition.
By examination of the October 9 temperature curve It 
can be seen that the surface temperature decreases smoothly 
until It approaches the cool temperature wave that Is still 
traveling downward.
Geological data from local caves and wells Indicate 
that a temperature of 57 exists close to the surface of 
the earth and remains constant for a considerable depth (14). 
Therefore, It Is raasonable to approximate the temperature 
gradient of October 9 hy a straight line sloping slightly 
greater than the actual temperature curve until a depth of 
five feet Is raached. This assumption which tends to give 
a higher rate of heat transfer will be justified later.
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From this reasoning an equation for the temperature 
gradient In the undisturbed ebrth is established using a 
reasonable maximum summer surface temperature of 90 ®F and 
a constant temperature of 57 °F at a depth of five feet 
and below. The equation for the first part of this 
boundary condition (fourth curve of Plate 1) Is
T ’  9 0 - ^  z .  9
By making the substitution
Z -  /L C03 0 ,
equation 4 becomes
= 9 0 -^ ^  CCS e, 5
This equation Is valid only down to a depth of five feet 
slnoe a discontinuity occurs at this point and the temper­
ature remains constant for depths greater than five feet.
The resultant simplified temperature curve exists In 
undisturbed earth which theoretically would lie at an In­
finite distance from the pool. If one further simplifica­
tion Is made to allow this temperature gradient to exist at 
some finite distance b, from the pool, we oan finally write 
boundary condition.2 as
t;Cb,9) -  90 ' cos e
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O  is restricted to S  Tn/n dTctdYt Jz. due to the
S
limitation on the depth z of five feet.
Prom the statement of boundary condition 2 and circular 
symmetry, equation 3 oan t>e reduced to
d/i\ 3/1J 30\ 3eJ
By replacing the temperature T with a new temperature vari­
able LL by the relationships
(T-57),
3/t d/L
3u _ 3Tand T—  - T—  fhe de
the differential system can be stated as
V I l = 3 / n e ^ f / t ^  ^ ]  + = 0 ,  ^3/1 \ 3/tJ 3e\ de/
-  0
^  (b ,o ) * 3 3 - ^  c o s e .
6
and U. n. .  9
By the method of separation of variables, a solution 
for the temperature variable LL oan be assumed to be the 
product of a pure function of the radius and a pure 
function O  of the angle O .
" ^(/t) * (^9) !0
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By substituting equation 10 Into equation 7 the following 
equation Involving the new variables oan be obtained.
//
Dividing this equation by / ^ O  S /n e  « and transposing, 
gives
— J—  /  (& 5 m s ) =  = A .Gsme do d^/c
/2
This oan be equated to an arbitrary separation constant. 
Slnoe In equation 12 both sides of the equality are Inde­
pendent variables the transposition allows the equation to 
be separated Into two new equations, each a function of 
only one variable.
sirt’S' dO C9’sme) • O
A / P «  a
/3
and T : i- O.
The first Is a foznn of Legendres' Equation and the second 
Is Cauchys' Equation.
By allowing A  to equal '77(nW  and COS O to equal ^  
equation 13 takes on a standard form of Legendres'
Equation which has a solution of the form
^  ~
Slnoe ^  Is equal to cosO  And [c o s  o j °  !  , when o  ’ OorTt, 
the only solutions to Legendres' Equation that are finite
21
are the Legendres’ Polynomials, or
(9 « Cj/? !5
Now by performing the Indicated operations on equation 
14 and remembering that , Cauchye' Equation
becomes
i- - 7?(rf+l)JZ^ O . JC
When , equation 16 becomes cm ordinary differential
equation whose solution Is
+ Cs€
stated In terms of yc. ,
^ -f- C s / t •(n  -tO J7
Multiplication of the two Independent variables now 
leads to the expression for temperature,
^Ck,9 ) * C c^ n T  -A
Application of the first boundary condition, equation 
8, Indicates that the function must be zero slnoe the(9 
function cannot be zero for all values of ©  , or
^  -A CsCX.~(nH) _= a
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transposition yields
— ~ A. n n fO
which leads to the result
/P = Cj- _ yz _
I
/e
Any linear combination of the temperature variable 
Is a solution to equation 11, hence the function
!3
satisfies the partial differential equation, whatever the 
value of the constant dP;f.. The final boundary condition, 
equation 9t must also be satisfied.





3 3 * "  jr COSO -  ^ (c«s0 )7
and
^ (b ,9 ) 7^7f(cos0) ~ ^recs0)> 20
so that
^Cb,9) ^ y t^ n  ^ (c o s 0 ) ’~ 4)* 3/
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Upon multiplication of both sides of equation 21 by 
T^m^cose)* letting ^ - a : , and integrating from -1 to 
-»-l, the following results are obtained due to the ortho­
gonality of the Legendre Polynomials (15).
■H
or
= /)yy70yy,f » 2 ^777"
=
Zyyti"l
2/^rf, '(tc) '  mCte)
The solution to the boundary value equation, equation 
21, Is therefore
' Z ^ o L ^ ^  / ’fC c n  9) ■ 
Next, by Introducing the Integral (16),
^J (yc )P n (p c )d oc [^ (o c )]d o z
zz
and by letting
B „  “ C ^ y l^ ■ O j f ( ^ ) P n (K )d x ,
the value of all ^>7 oan be computed from
A }
H r
3y7 -»  'Z -r i i
However, the actual value of boundary condition 2, and 
therefore linear so that all derivatives other
than the first, or 7 ^ *0 4  /  , will vanish. The conclusion
24
follows that the previous constant B n does not have an 




Now by using the actual value of boundary condition 2,
-  33  -  cos 0 =  33 -f- Koc
the tern becomes
B o = f  C33 = [S S i -K ^ jy
3-1
Taking the first derivative
d
the parameter B i becomes
4  =  - - D / x  - Z X .
The final solution for the temperature variable Is
U (A . ,e )^ 3 3 ^  Fc(c^) +  K ^ F ,c u )y  




~ 3 3 ( i ' i )
(i-k)




. -t^ k-i) 33b (±2A) COSO, 3 4
cos O  ^00.
In order to determine the heat load from the Fourier 
Equation it Is necessary to take the partial derivative of 
the temperature T with respect to the outward normal JL ' 
evaluated at a shell located sixty feet from the pool cen­
ter, or at J f h  , Replacing the temperature variable 6C 
with Its equivalent or
r -  ^  ^ 5 7 ,
equation 24 becomes




- ( b )  3 ^ - ( $ * i , ] cos e
(4 T ca,9>\ -
I hA I i.
a a
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It should be remembered at this point that the value of 0  
Is restricted by boundary condition 2 or
arctan s ^ ^ ^ z ^ 27
and that no heat transfer will take place at a depth great­
er than five feet since the water and earth are at equal 
temperatures.
Pourlers* Equation, equation 1, oan now be solved by 
Introducing actual dimensions for the pool and the boundary 
conditions. For convenience the radius of the hemispheri­
cal pool Is chosen to be ten feet or d • 10 feet. A radius 
of sixty feet Is chosen for the location of boundary condi­
tion 2 or .6 ” 60 feet. This last selection Is chosen to 
facilitate the best use of common five place trigonometry 
tables (18) In the solution of the angle O , With this 
selection equation 2? can be rewritten as
rad. ^  e z y'Od. 2 8
These dimensions oan now be Introduced Into equation 
26 for the temperature gradient
. (3 3 )r < iO ) (k  * is ^ )
M  (5.m  =-n r k  “ ^ ~ 7 S r ~ ^  _ Jo \ c o s e
or
/ ST (a,,0) \
( h /l ) i O J ! '  COSO.
29
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The expression for the area of the pool is (19).
d B  -  a ' s m e  d o >
A value of the thermal oonduotivity must be selected. Here 
again, since the maximum heat load condition Is the desired 
result, a maximum value of Ji, Is chosen (20) such that
- . - 3ta.
Jc. '  o . / o j 7 7 P r  ■
Equation 1 now becomes
(p, - - f S d O j I  I  ^ 0 - / f - 6 - d O c o s ^ 3 m  e d i e d 4
A  ^
7f
Q.^  ' ( 360)f2r)f */&//-ddfOcosejsfn edodd
Q, ^  - 720vf' Odf - sm^e]
f^8<4
C?, = 33-.i0 ^ . 3 0
The above solution specifies the amount of heat pass­
ing a portion of a spherical surface located sixty feet
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from the pool center. Neglecting any heat lessee this 
quantity of heat energy will therefore enter the pool In a 
radial direction at lt*s Interface with the earth.
Another computation of equation 1 has been made by 
the author, using 20 feet for the value of the distance b 
the results of this second computation are
Solutions of this problem for values of b greater than 
60 feet are not possible with five place trigonometry 
tables therefore, this solution Is the most realistic value 
for the conduction heat transfer portion of the total heat 
load.
As will be shown later the numerical value of the 
conduction heat transfer Is so small that It becomes negli­
gible In comparison with the other heat loads. All simpli­
fications In this solution tend to overestimate Q, .
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A trout pond of this type will necessarily be exposed 
to ataospherlo conditions and any analysis of heat trans­
fer across the boundaries of the pool must therefore 
aooount for the heat load caused by Its contact with the 
air.
A portion of the atmospheric heat load will be caused 
by convection, which oan be emalyzed by Newtons’ Law of 
cooling (21)
B. Convection
h P f T } - T i ) . 3!
This equation states that the rate of heat transfer by 
convection Pz. Is equal to the product of the film coeffi­
cient h , the surface area for convection and the 
difference between the air temperature 7f and the surface 
temperature Is * The film coefficient h Is the parameter 
for convection that reflects the mode of convective heat 
transfer. In this case h must predict the convection 
across a relatively flat water surface caused by natural 
wind.
By taking advantage of previous dimensional analysis 
studies, the film coefficient h for turbulent forced con­
vection over a plane surface can be evaluated by using the 
equation (22)
h = O- 03d I  3Z
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Jt Is the thermal conductivity, B  Is the characteristic 
dimension of the pool, In this case the diameter,
Is the Reynolds* Number and the Prandtl Number,
Reynolds* Number and Prandtls* Number are dimension­




U  1s the air velocity, AT Is the kinematic viscosity,^ 44 
Is the dynamic viscosity and Is the specific heat at 
constant pressure.
All properties of equations 32, 33 and 3^ must be 
evaluated at the mean film temperature
'm  2 35
The surface temperature has been stipulated as 57 and 
the air temperature will be chosen as 100 ^P, a reasonable 
maximum summer air temperature.
Equation 35 therefore becomes
Tm ’  =  79°F 3d
which allows all of the above to be evaluated as follows (23)1
Lk.
/ A  * 0 ‘ 0d4d^7f^Tfjr.
31
/i/- ' O . d 0 7 8 ^  
A  = 0 - 0 / 3 Z ^  
~ O ’Zd05~Fh*F~  
= 0-709.
A reasonable average air velocity Is chosen to be 
U  “ 2 5  /7.PH. or U  -  3 6 f > 7 . The solution can be 
coapleted as followst
h -  0 -0 3 c i ^ ^ ^ § ^ ) (9 . 3 5 X l O ^ f ’ (0 -7 0 9 T S O O ^ ^ J F
and
(9 j -  (5-0O)(/oUTr)00O-57J -  6 7 , 5 0 0 3 7
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The heat transfer oaused by evaporation from the sur­
face of this trout pond, like the convection heat load. Is 
due to environmental conditions. As water evaporates It 
must absorb an amount of heat energy equal to Its latent 
heat of vaporization hf^ , In this case the water In the 
pool must provide this heat energy. The evaporated water 
must be replaced by make-up water, which In general would 
be at a different temperature or energy level than the 
water In the pool. The heat transfer oaused by evapora­
tion therefore oan be expressed In equation form as
C. Evaporation
Qs ~  ^ rr?A6, 38
where Trf Is the weight of water evaporated and Is the
change In heat energy of the make-up water as It Is brought 
to pool temperature.
The accepted relationship for 7?7 Is (24)
F P - x - P , ) , 39
where Is the mass transfer coefficient, F  the gas con­
stant for water vapor, 7~ the absolute temperature of the 
water vapor,/Str the partial pressure of the water vapor 
over the water surface or saturation pressure at water- 
surface temperature, and Ps the partial pressure of the 
water vapor In the air.
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The property fir oan be determined, knowing the water 
temperature T * 57 °P, as (25)
Fur - O' 2302psta.
The property F s  can be determined from a psyohrometrlo 
ohart If the relative humidity and the temperature of the 
air are known.
By examination of a psyohrometrlo ohart (26) It can be 
seen that at an air temperature of 100 and
Fs *  O 2302ps/s.,
the relative humidity must be less than 28^. A reallstlo 
value of summer ralatlve humidity In the Rolla, Missouri 
area would almost always be greater than this value, there­
fore the term ff ir ’Ps) end equation 39 would have a maximum 
value of zero.
In light of the above Investigation it oan be oonolud- 
ed that at most the evaporative heat load will be negligi­
ble In comparison to previously determined heat loads, or
Gs * O. 40
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The final heat load Influencing this trout pond la 
due to the solar radiation striking the surface of the 
pool. This load will be a function of the radiant energy 
striking the pool from the solar system and the radiant 
energy reradlated from the pool to the sky. An exact 
solution of such a problem Is extremely complex and should 
be treated as a non-steady state problem slnoe the amount 
of aolar radiation varies with time. In this case, how­
ever, slnoe only the maximum condition Is needed, an 
approximate solution over a period of one hour may be 
obtained by treating It as a steady state problem and 
applying the laws of radiant heat exchange (27)*
In general, the net radiant heat energy received by a 
surface may be expressed as (28)
® f s A  f 'e  ' f s ,
where ^ 5« 1« the absorbed portion of the energy received by 
the surface from the sun, ^ sA. absorbed portion of
the BtMTgy received by the surface from the s k y , I s  the 
absorbed portion of the energy received by the surface from 
the earth and ^ 5  Is the total energy emitted by the sur­
face.
The heat energy from the sun ^^*<oan be expressed by 
^sc4 •  , 4Z
D. Radiation
35
where (T is the Stefan-Boltzman constant (O.I73 x 10"®), 
^su abeorptlvlty of the surface for solar radiation,
Is the transmlsBlvlty of the earths atmosphere, f ) le 
the surface area, Is the configuration factor and 7su 
Is the absolute temperature of the sun.
By combining terms of equation 42 and by taking Into 
aooount the scigle ^  between the sun's ray and the normal 
to the surface, a new parameter Tf can be written
u  s
^  ~  cos <t>
This allows equation 42 to be rewritten as
fsu  = Csu cos 4 .
Brown and Maroo have plotted the values of the para­
meter d  with respect to the time of the day ralatlve to 
the sun (sun time) and the value of the angle ^ as a funo< 
tlon of the angle between the sun and the horizontal 
plane. If the maximum condition of radiant heat transfer 
for Holla, Missouri (located at approximately 38° north 
latitude) Is desired, H  must be evaluated at 12 o'clock 
merldlcuc sun time and (f • 19^» these conditions the 
value of H  can be found to be (29)
/ / =  3 0 0 - ^ z  .
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The exact value of the absorptivity of the surface 
would be extremely difficult to obtain, except by experi­
mentation under exaot environmental conditions, but by 
examination of the equation
su SCI * = !>
however where Tsu Is the refleotivlty of the water surface 
and l8 the transmissivity of the pool of water, a 
simplification oan be made.
If It Is assumed that under normal conditions a great 
many small ripples are present on the surface of the pool 
so that very little of the solar energy would be reflected 
or
rs^  »  O.
It should be remembered that this pool Is quite deep pre­
senting an opportunity for most of the energy to be 
absorbed, especially If any foreign matter Is present In 
the water. Any energy not absorbed by the water must be 
transmitted through the water where It will strike the 
earth at the bottom of the pool and eventually be conducted 
bausk into the water. It Is reasonable to assume that al­
most all of the radiant energy would be absorbed by the 
pool or
~   ^•
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The heat energy from the sun oan now be computed as
= (DOOOXry/O)^Fcos /9V => 89,200 ^ . 43
The sky radiation can be expressed as a fraction f  
of the suns' radiation by (30)
~ f  fs u  }
where ^  Is a function of the a n g l e . In this case
f = 0 d 6 ,
therefore
= {0./8)C89,200) = /d, 030 ^ . 45
Slnoe the surface of this pool Is parallel and equal 
In elevation with the surface of the earth, no radiant 




oan be used to calculate the energy emitted by the surface 
If the emlsslvlty e  ot the water surface Is chosen as (32)
e = 035.
38
The temperature of the surface is expressed in degrees 
Ranklne. The value of this final energy quantity Is
= ro/73 x /0'^yO-95JM/'/o/(S/7)*
Btu.
The total radiant heat load for this pool, or the 
solution of equation 41, can now be expressed as
Q, = 89,200 * /d,050 - 3d,700 '  d8,SS0 49
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E. Total Heat Load
In the foregoing analysis of the refrigeration heat 
load of a hemlspherically shaped trout pond, the separate 
heat transfer problems, conduction, convection, evapora­
tion and radiation oaused by the ponds' environment |wlth 
the soil and atmosphere have been analyzed. The algebraic 
summation of these energy quantities must necessarily give 
the total heat load
G^total
G ror^ i
^ Q, Q t Q s
= 0 7 ,5 0 0 -^ 0 * 2 6 ,5 5 0
/3d, 050 50.
Expressed In tons of refrigeration
'  nr.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
It should be remembered at this point that all oalou- 
latlons and all assumptions for the foregoing problem were 
aimed at predicting a maximum heat load and that the theory 
behind these calculations Is of a general nature and could 
be applied to any size pond of water.
Equation 51 represents only the maximum refrigeration 
capacity needed to maintain a hemlspherically shaped pond 
of ten foot radius at a steady state temperature of 57 
while being subjected to a twenty five mile per hour wind 
and maximum summer environmental conditions.
For the aotual refrigeration unit to be capable of 
maintaining this maximum heat load only a short period of 
operating time Is required. The operating expense for such 
a unit should be relatively low over an annual period. The 
Initial cost of the Indicated maximum load unit would be 
relatively expensive.
In light of additional studies made by the author (see 
appendix) the size of the refrigeration unit could probably 
be reduced to about two tons If the pool were partially 
shaded, the wind reduced by shielding and the temperatura 
of the pool allowed to vary within acceptable limits for 
trout life.
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A refrigeration unit of two ton oapaolty would neces­
sarily have to he operated at all times when environmental 
heat lofiids were high. This does not necessarily moan that 
operating cost would be higher than for a twelve ton unit.
A great advantage of the two-ton unit Is Its* lower Initial
cost./
The previous analysis Indicates that refrigeration Is 
a possible solution to the problem of trout fishing in areas 
that do not have naturally oool water. It oan also be seen 
that the cost of such a project would not be greater than 
the cost of air conditioning a few rooms of a house. If 
this sport continues to Inorease In popularity, as It has 
done In the past, refrigerated pools may even be praotloal 
for large commercial establishments.
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7^VII. APPENDIX
The following oaloulatlons Indicate an expected 
temperature rise In this trout pond If unsteady-state 
conditions are assumed.
If the radiant heat load Is assumed to have a sin. 
usoldal variation during daylight hours, expressions 
for this heat load oan be written as
where
f s u  = 8 9 , 2 0 0 s f J 7 ^ , 




The mean value of this load Is
f s u
69,200 s m ^ d r  *\ 0<tr
2 4 ' O
2 8 , 4 0 0 ^ .
The total radiant heat load Is
fsuynusn  ^fsA f s
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= 86,900 t /d,050-36,700 = 7 ,7 5 0 ^ ,
where the values ^ o r f g ^  and ^ 5 are taken from the main 
body of this thesis.
The conductIon heat transfer oould be reduced If a 
shield were erected so that the wind velocity would be 
reduced and laminar flow established.
For laminar flow 4 0 (^ 0 0 0  which forces the film
coefficient to become
h i / . 3 5 ^ .
Again values for all terms are taken from the main body of 
this thesis.
The conduction heat transfer becomes
Q t  = h P A  T
Oz g a35)(IOO)(irK33) i  /9, OOO ^  .
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The total average heat load becomes
OrcTAL =  OOO *Z7S0 = Z/, 750
or expressed In tons of refrigeration
T O N S ^ j^ ^  =  / - 8 .
The volume of the pool can be computed from
] / •  4 , / 7 0 / F ,
which gives a total weight of water In the pool of
(0 2  4)(4,/70) =  ZOf, O O O U .
If the average heat load were exceeded by the maximum 
heat load for a period of 10 hours, the heat energy causing 
a temperature rise would be
A 5  '  T  ( Qrnan ~ 7
A £ ‘ n0)r/3d, 050-2!, 750) = 793, OOO Btu.
The maximum temperature rise would be
~ (lJC2dl,000)
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causing a maximum pool temperature of
This temperature Is quite satlsfaotory for trout life (4)
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